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the ART of conversation

Erika Floysvik
 Founder, Art Collectif

IN CONVERSATION WITH
JOE SAMPSON

“Art is for everyone and everyone can be a collector.” That is the spirit behind Art Collectif, an online destination 

for contemporary paintings, photography and mixed media artwork. The collection is curated by Erika Floysvik, a 

long time collector and art enthusiast who champions the careers of rising art-world talent. Art Collectif’s collection 

speaks to new and emerging collectors with a love for contemporary art that is bold, graphic and energetic.

Being an artist can be hard-hitting, and financially unpredictable. What gave you the courage to pursue a career in art? 

As a young artist you need encouragement and I was blessed with two parents who believe in me. My parents are educated 
Europeans who value the importance of art, and they nurtured my gift. They were the ones to research degree programs at 
OCAD and I can safely say that I wouldn’t be a professional artist if I hadn’t studied there. My teachers saw that I had a good 
eye and they encouraged my work, which meant a lot coming from practicing professionals.> 
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Red Rock 12 x 24 painting on panel $750

Days End 36 x 60 painting on panel $4,700
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You began your career as an illustrator; what was the 
turning point for you to becoming a waterscape painter?

After I graduated from OCAD in 1995, I worked as a 

freelance editorial llustrator. As stock illustrations became 

mainstream, my industry slowed and I decided to paint 

full-time and show my work professionally. I participated 

in the Cobourg Waterfront Show and had a view of Lake 

Ontario from my booth. Over three days, I watched the 

waves break in front of me. I started photographing lakes 

and oceans, and water quickly became my focus. 

What has kept you fascinated with painting water over 
the past dozen-plus years? 

From an artistic standpoint, it’s challenging to capture 

water. Emotionally, water connects with people on a 

primal level, like fire. Water is reflective and colourful, 

but it is also translucent. If you hold up a cup of water, it 

can’t be seen. I like to say that I’m in the business of ‘Tom 

Foolery’; I paint nothing all day!

Tell me about the lakes and landscapes that inspire your work. 
We’ve been a family of cottagers for many years moving 

from Georgian Bay to Kasshabog Lake, in the Kawartha 

region, four summers ago. While the topography and 

colour of water are similar between the lakes, Kasshabog 

Lake is smaller, and its water surface is more serene. 

The Canadian Shield unifies lakes across Ontario and is 

predominant in many of my paintings.  

What unique approach have you taken to painting 
waterscapes? 

Most recently, my work has been influenced by Pop 

Colour – I start with a neon acrylic underpainting and 

apply natural oil colours on top. This creates a certain 

backlit quality depending on how much I build up the 

paint. My layering technique lends a contemporary twist 

to traditional waterscape painting.

Being a professional artist is akin to being a solo 
athlete, minus the coach. What is your source for 
support and critique?

Once a month, I gather with a group of fellow painters, 
via conference call, to talk and paint. We are all water or 
landscape artists, so we have an appreciation for each 
others’ work. We’ll send each other images and bounce 
ideas off one another, sharing perspectives. And then 
sometimes we don’t talk at all. When you spend 35-40 
hours a week painting alone, it’s just nice to be on a call 
with someone who’s doing the same. 

It’s interesting that you’re a group of painters in the same genre 
who support one another rather than compete.

I didn’t say we weren’t competitive! But we are friends and if 
someone has a win, we all have a win. We all want to do the best 
that we can. 

Describe your work ethic and philosophy for being a successful painter. 

Hard work trumps talent alone. I paint six hours a day, five days a 
week and then manage my business after my kids have gone to 
bed. If you want to progress, the recipe is work. My advice to new 
painters is to remember that your best paintings are yet to come. 
The more you paint, push yourself and get out of your comfort 
zone, the more you will improve. 

Why does art matter?
The most beautiful thing about art is that art is for everyone. 
Owning fine art may not be for everyone but appreciating it is.

www.josephsampson.com
Instagram: @Joesampsonartist
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Dusk 48 x 36 painting on panel $3,800
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